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Learning Objectives

On successful completion of this Learning Unit, the participants will be able to:

● Act intuitively

● Holistically approach thinking

● Apply creative thinking

● Apply critical thinking

● Be a flexible and open-minded thinker



Topic 1: What is creating and innovating??

● Creativity is the act of generating new ideas or combining existing ideas from abstract cognitive 

concepts in order to create something new or innovative, in both artistic and aesthetic and non-artistic 

ways (e.g., personal life and in the workplace) (ESCO, 2021).

● Although there is a lack of consensus on one definition of creativity, researchers generally agree that 

creativity is associated with a process and an outcome (Said-Metwaly et al, 2018); it is the applied 

process of using your imagination to produce an original outcome with value. Innovation is the process 

of putting the creative good ideas into practice ( Robinson, 2017). Important to note the critical 

importance of failure and the iterative nature of the creative process. The act of actively creating 

requires that the person can persevere when faced with failure yet continue iterating until they find a 

solution. 

● There are many societal myths on the nature and usefulness of creativity, for example that only people 

working in artistic disciplines can be creative and that creativity is a natural gift that cannot be taught. It 

is important to stress that creativity is not the same as artistry; all people have creative capacity and 

have the capability to have creative thoughts and actions. Therefore, all people regardless of their 

chosen profession and career have the opportunity to be creative in the workplace.



Topic 2: Why is it important?

● The importance of creating and innovating in the context of the modern world becomes vital, especially in regard to the 

socio-cultural and professional integration of de-affiliated youth. 

● Young people today are entering the labour market during a dynamic period; jobs and job seeking are more complex, 

require flexibility and innovation as it is likely young professionals will pursue new types of jobs that were non-existent a 

few years ago (AEGEE, 2018). 

● In addition, they will need to integrate to the local socio-cultural expectations in their personal and professional life. 

● Youth that are able to think in a critical, flexible, iterative, holistic, curious and problem-solving capacity demonstrate key 

skills and competences relating to creativity and innovation that can assist them in their integration.



Topic 3: Sample text on how to mention in on the CV

● Identified areas of improvement within the organization’s operating structure which 
lead to increase in employee satisfaction

● Independently collected, analysed data and produced original recommendations 
that lead to organizational growth and increase of revenue

● Designed and prepared digital content to be disseminated through social media 
which led to a 50% increase of engagement

● Wrote, designed and delivered presentations

● Practical experience in synthesizing key concepts and coming up with original 
solutions gained through university project experience

● Excellent track record in creative problem solving

● Strong skills in writing, editing coupled with a creative mind



Topic 4: TSC assessment criteria

The main criteria for assessing this TSC are the aspects mentioned below. According to

them, educators can guide their learners in their improvement process. The learner can be

assessed as “competent” or “need improvement”. The educator can add specific comments

for each learner in the respective boxes. Please refer to the Intellectual Output 2: Be

Creative! Handbook for educators for further guidelines on assessment criteria.

Criteria Competent Need improvement

Approaches situations with an open and flexible approach

Considers multiple approaches and perspectives to any given situation

Produces original ideas



Activities



Activity 1 : Podcasting

Objectives of the activity

• Learners will produce a 1–2-minute podcase on a topic of their choice

• Learners will be able to understand the foundational elements of creating a podcast 

(Researching, Recording, Editing and Producing)

• Learners will be exposed to the world of podcasting 

• Learners will explore prompts and conduct research on their chosen topic

• Learners will be able to creatively synthesize their thoughts and opinions on the topic 

• Learners will record and edit the podcast themselves utilizing audio editing software

• Learners will combine more than one artistic discipline (e.g., music, poetry) during the 
editing phase of their podcast production



Activity 1 : Podcasting

TSC addressed by the activity

• Analysing and processing information

• Planning and organising

• Creativity & Innovation

• Acting according to values

• Acting independently and showing initiative
• Conveying and exchanging information and ideas



Activity 1 : Podcasting

Materials

Recording and editing device per participant -- Phone or laptop & headphones

• Recorder [Android] /Voice Memos [iPhone]

• Audacity[Windows] / Garage Band [Mac]

Internet access or hotspot

Laptop/Projector or TV with speaker capability to show YouTube videos and podcasts

Printed sheets of paper with the following words:

• Technology 

• Arts & Entertainment 

• School & Career 

• Identity & Family

• Social Life & Leisure Time

• Science & Health 
• Civics and History



Activity 1 : Podcasting

The pitch

Learners will produce one 1-2 minutes podcast where they present a topic of their choice



Activity 1 : Podcasting

Procedure

Introductions & Warm Up ( 5-10 minutes depending on the size of the group)

Host asks participants to stand in a circle with participants facing outward. Participants go in a circle and say their name,

other participants repeat the name, their favourite time of year and why. After all participants go around the circle, they 

turn inward to see each other and sit down.  

Podcasting 101 (13-15 minutes)

Hosts plays the following video for participants: Podcasts 101: What’s a podcast, where to find them, & how to start 

listening today - YouTube

Please note to access this video with subtitles switch on the cc at the bottom right of the screen and then go to settings > 

subtitles > auto-translate and select your language of choice.

Discussion Questions: 

Host asks participants to sit in a circle and asks how many learners are familiar with podcasts to gauge knowledge in the 

group. The host then asks the following question to participants (host asks participant A to answer; participant A then asks 

participant B to answer and so on and so forth):

Option A: If most learners are familiar with podcasts:

What is your favourite podcast(s)? What do you enjoy about those podcasts? What elements of those podcasts make up 

the reasons you love it? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xLlyNQnOs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xLlyNQnOs4


Activity 1 : Podcasting

Procedure

Option B: If most learners are not familiar with podcasts:

When was a time you heard a really good story that had you hooked, and you paid full attention? Follow up: What about 

that story made it so good? What were the elements that made it engaging? 

Both options: How can stories we hear, but can’t see be as powerful or even more powerful than visual storytelling( e.g., 

movies, TV) ( NYT, 2021) Reference the warm up activity: How did it feel to listen to someone and not be able to see 

them? Did you better remember some introductions rather than others and why?

Example of a 1-minute podcast: 

https://www.depts.ttu.edu/artsandsciences/podcast/audio/Calhoun_Zombies_Mixdown_1.mp3

> Please note to access this video with subtitles switch on the cc at the bottom right of the screen and then go to settings > subtitles

> auto-translate and select your language of choice.

Prompts & Research and Writing (45 minutes)

Inform participants of the 7 different prompt categories that you will place around the room and ask them to choose a 

topic they are most drawn to and would like to create a 1-2 minutes podcast on. After participants choose the category 

share the following link either in print form or link form and ask them to select their favourite prompts. Participants do 

not have to use the prompts; they are a guide. If participants want to choose their own prompt, let them know to write it in 

question form. (15 minutes to look into different prompts and choose their favourite. Participants may do online research 

on a few prompts before the choose one)

https://www.depts.ttu.edu/artsandsciences/podcast/audio/Calhoun_Zombies_Mixdown_1.mp3


Activity 1 : Podcasting

Procedure

Note: Let participants know that the targeted audience are the rest of the participants and that the main objectives are to 

(a) talk about the prompt, (b) engage the audience in any way they like. 

Participants can incorporate more than one artistic discipline in their podcast for example, they can write a poem, they can 

write and perform a short song, they can add music in the background, they can record themselves with different voices 

etc. There are no rules; only to engage the audience. Participants can download free music at Free Music Archive

Participants will spend 35-40 minutes researching and preparing their script, choose music if applicable, write an outline 

of their 1–2-minute podcast. 

Recording (15-20 minutes)

● Participants will spend 15-20 minutes recording their podcast either on their phone or directly on their laptop. They 

may record themselves multiple times and choose their favourite take. 

● Editing (40-60 minutes)

● Host should share the appropriate tutorials to participants based on what software they will be using. Windows users 

note that Audacity is free but requires a download. Host should travel around to all participants assisting as needed 

and prepare in advanced in knowing how to use both Audacity and Garageband for basic editing purposes so they can 

assist participants.

https://freemusicarchive.org/home


Activity 1 : Podcasting

Procedure

● Audacity ® | Free, open source, cross-platform audio software for multi-track recording and editing.
(audacityteam.org)

● Audacity Editing for Beginners: 16 Tips in 9 Minutes - YouTube

● Garageband Tutorial FOR BEGINNERS Editing Basics + Hidden Features - YouTube

● How to Edit & Export a Podcast in GarageBand 2021 (Easy Workflow) - YouTube

● Free Music Archive

Presentations (10-15 minutes)

Participants share their 1-2 minutes podcast with the group. Host directs participants to snap their fingers at the end of 

each podcast. Host also asks for one or two positive feedback responses to the ways the podcast engaged them. 

https://www.audacityteam.org/
https://www.audacityteam.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWFvG1-AmNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3rbavsxJEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n38qu0c-3bs
https://freemusicarchive.org/home


Activity 1 : Podcasting

Questions for discussion among participants 

● How did it feel writing and preparing your podcast? 

● How many times did you try to edit your work to get a better result? How did it feel 
to have to change direction?

● How would you rate the difficulty of this project and why?

● In the future, do you think you will be more or less thoughtful about the way you tell a 

story? Why?



Activity 1 : Podcasting

Intergenerational aspect

It would be good to do this exercise with mixed aged groups and analyse their choice of 

topics. Is there any difference in the way they chose their topics of discussion?



Activity 2 : Theatre storytelling

Objectives of the activity

● Learners will engage in creative collaboration in group improvisation

● Learners will practice their listening skills 

● Learners will be able to improvise linguistically and physically

● Learners should be able to feel comfortable trying out improvisation activities 



Activity 2 : Theatre storytelling

TSC addressed by the activity

● Creativity and Innovation

● Analysing and processing information

● Conveying and exchanging information and ideas

● Supporting others

● Collaboration with others in teams and networks

Materials

2-3 sheets of paper and pen OR whiteboard

The pitch

Learners will participate in two theatre improvisation activities focused on storytelling



Activity 2 : Theatre storytelling

Procedure

Introduction and Warm Up ( 10-15 minutes)

Host asks participants to gather around and sit in a circle. Host explains that for this activity they will tell a collaborative

story. The story must have a beginning and an end. The first sentence of the story will be: 

“Once upon a time there was a ___” and the story must end with “The moral of the story is___”. 

Each participant can add one word or sentence at a time. ( Educators should use their best judgment as to whether 

participants will be able to contribute a word or a sentence at a time). 

Host should instruct participants to practice active listening, remember what has been said and add appropriate and 

relevant next parts to the story. 

Host may have a short practice round until participants get the hang of the activity and then try the story again. 

When host feels, the story is coming to a natural close, instruct the last participants to end the story with the closing 

sentence. 



Activity 2 : Theatre storytelling

Procedure

Main Activity : Three-line Scene (15 minutes)

Host explains that the purpose of the activity is to establish who the two characters in the scene are using only three lines. 

Host and participants together come up with a list of paired relationships and write them either on a piece of paper or on a 

white board. Some examples of relationships could be parent/child, doctor/patient, teacher/principal, cat/mouse, 

cheese/crackers etc. Host should stress that participants should use their bodies to convey meaning in equal capacity as 

their words. For example, in the case participants choose the cat/mouse relationship, physical embodiment of the animals 

would greatly assist the audience in understanding the relationship. 

Hosts asks participants to sit as an audience and asks two participants to come up naming them Participant A and 

Participant B. Host assigns them one of the relationships in secret to the rest of the audience. Participant A and B must 

have a three-line conversation in which it is clear what those relationships are in turns of A, B and A. Once the scene is 

over, participant B sits down, Participant A becomes participant B, and a new participant is added as Participant A. 

Continue this way until all participants have had at least one chance to play both A and B roles. 



Activity 2 : Theatre storytelling

Questions for discussion among participants 

Discussion questions following warm up activity:

● Did that story make sense? Why or why not? 

● What could we have done better to ensure the story was consequential and logical?

Discussion questions following main activity:

● How did you find the difficulty of the activity? Was it easy to convey your relationship in just 3 lines?

● In the scenes where the relationships were quickly obvious, what strategies did the pair use to help convey 
meaning quickly?

● What strategies would you employ if you had another opportunity to do this activity? Why?



Activity 2 : Theatre storytelling

Intergenerational aspect

● Mixed age groups (participants A and B).

● Talk about the way age affects or not the way participants formed their

stories. Is there a difference?

● Analyse  the storytelling style of each participant. Does age affect how we tell 

stories?



Further Readings

Creating and Innovating article→ https://info.lse.ac.uk/current-students/student-futures/creating-and-innovating

Ted talks: 

Fostering creativity and innovation in the workplace: Jude Reggett at TEDxNorthernSydneyInstitute

Creative thinking - how to get out of the box and generate ideas: Giovanni Corazza at TEDxRoma

https://info.lse.ac.uk/current-students/student-futures/creating-and-innovating
Fostering%20creativity%20and%20innovation%20in%20the%20workplace:%20Jude%20Reggett%20at%20TEDxNorthernSydneyInstitute
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bEusrD8g-dM
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Copyright Disclaimer

All audio-visual material was accessed freely from free online stock image platforms and/or YouTube and apply 

fair use laws without intention to breach any copyrights. If you feel that copyrights were violated, kindly contact 

us at https://becreativeproject.eu/ to resolve the matter in a restorative justice manner. 

https://becreativeproject.eu/
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